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[INTRO MUSIC] 
 

This is the Grow My Clinic Podcast by Clinic Mastery where we help you deliver amazing client 
experiences to grow your clinic 
 

JACK: Hi! We are your hosts, Jack –. 
 
BEN: – and Ben! 
 
JACK: From Clinic Mastery and today on our podcast, we are talking all about Asana in your 
private practice. Ben, take it away. 
 
BEN: Asana is just such an amazing tool for being able to automate your clinic by being the 
trigger really for every system or operation to be done in your clinic, to keep it going, keep the 
daily operations functioning. 
 
So we love it and I know we’re gonna dive into how we use it in our clinic. 
 
JACK: Yeah, love it. And Asana, for those who aren’t familiar, is a [inaudible 0:00:46.6]-based 
software that’s really good at helping you manage tasks and projects in your clinic. 
 
It’s one of those non-clinical tools that’s really important in private practice. 
 
So often we focus on the clinical element and we’re here left as business owners, pulling our 
hair out, trying to make sure things get done and forgetting the important things. 
 
So Ben, give use a quick 30,000-foot view. What are we gonna cover in this podcast episode? 
 
BEN: Really, we wanna make sure that everything that needs to be done is done. And there’s 
so many admin or low-level tasks in the daily operations of a clinic that need to be done. So 
we’re gonna cover how we’d go about setting up the structure for those things to happen, how 
you can use it to be a more effective clinic owner and business leader, and also then, how do 
you implement it so that it gets use; because it’s no good setting it up and then leaving it there 
to collect dust, which so often happens. 
 
JACK: Oh man. We all have those tools lying around. Even practice tools - we’ve got little 
gadgets and widgets we never use, let alone software. 
 
So, quickly tell us a little bit about low-level tasks and what you mean by making sure they get 
done. 
 
BEN: Great question. Really, low-level tasks are tasks that need to be done to keep up the daily 
operations of the business. They’re not super important in terms of generating business or 
taking care of the clients per se, or in fact even growing the business. 
 

https://asana.com/


There are some of the high-level tasks, like some of the partnerships or marketing, but the low 
level stuff, the things like, for instance, you need the sign to be cleaned out the front. You need 
the porch to be clean or the front desk to be neat, orderly; bills to be followed up - little things 
that have to be done to keep the business going but they aren’t of the highest value. They are 
the low-level tasks. 
 
JACK: It’s the low-level tasks but it’s often those things that pulls us up. As clinic owners, we 
know that if the sign isn’t cleaned out the front, we don’t create a great client experience for our 
patients as they come through the doors. If the post box doesn’t get checked regularly, we end 
up with this pile of correspondence and mail that doesn’t - checks [inaudible 0:02:56.8] our 
important letters don’t get processed. So making sure these things are done on time, every 
time, the right way by the right person is really one of the benefits of Asana. 
 
So Ben, tell us how you set up Asana really briefly. What does it look like? What does the setup 
look like? 
 
BEN: Really simple to set up on your mobile as an app. It’s free from the App Store, and also 
online. You can just go into your web browser, just google Asana, and you can start your 
account for free. Once you go into Asana, you basically create the teams that you have within 
your bigger team. Maybe you have practitioners and admin as well that you wanna segregate 
because there are gonna be some different areas of focus within those teams. 
 
You set up your teams and then all of a sudden, you can get creating the projects where all of 
those tasks live. Just a bit of an insight there, Jack, for listeners is that the projects really are the 
overarching, the governing area of the business that we need to focus on. 
 
For instance, let’s say it’s reception. That is a project, and then there are many different tasks 
that fall under that on a daily basis that we need to tick off. 
 
JACK: So you can think of then like departments within your clinic? 
 
BEN: Yeah, that’s a great way to look at it. Absolutely. 
 
JACK: Okay. Now, some of these stuff sounds a little bit trivial. Ben, how granular do you get 
on tasks? Is any task too silly to put on Asana? 
 
BEN: You absolutely start with what is really important, and also very urgent to make sure that 
they are documented, they’re done and - you hit on it before Jack, about consistency - that 
they’re being done on a consistent basis and on a consistent level as well. 
 
So start there but really, we can use Asana to document everything that needs to happen in our 
clinic, to keep it running. So to answer that question, nothing’s too silly. If it gets done, it needs 
to be recorded. 
 
JACK: Totally agree. Nothing is too silly. It’s interesting, there’s often a little bit of pushback 
around “I’ve been doing this job for 14 years; why do I need to document that I turned the lights 
on when I come in in the morning?” Although that is a bit valid, it’s important that these things 
are documented so that it’s repeatable and it’s dependable. 
 



If someone from your team leaves or gets sick or something very inconvenient happens, you 
wanna know what they do and how they do it. So, how do you document - Ben, if Asana 
[inaudible 0:05:30.7] is a task list of things to do, how then do you document how those tasks 
are done? 
 
BEN: Very simply, always encourage clinic owners to begin with Asana itself, just to keep it 
really simple and keep the attention on the platform. Within each task, you’re actually able to 
write a description of the tasks that you’ve allocated to a person or for a particular time. 
 
And so I would always encourage to start and stay simple. However, you can also, and the way 
that we like to do it, is add in a link, just a URL link to a Google document where that policy, that 
procedure, that system lives in a shared community. So on the Google Drive, the entire team 
has access to that, to be able to edit it but also know how to do it. They can go to that document 
whenever. They just have to click the link. 
 
And so we insert that link into the description field in the task, but I would encourage people to 
begin with just use Asana in the description box. You can create and write about that task or 
even add sub-tasks to begin with, but keep it simple to begin. 
 
JACK: Yeah, totally agree. For those advanced users, being able to insert the link from the 
process, those who are part of the Clinic Mastery Business Academy, had their Google site with 
all of their documented systems and processes. All they do is copy and paste that link from the 
‘Done for you’ system straight into Asana. 
 
Now, one of the other features of Asana that are really useful are the assigning to people, and 
the ability to have tasks recurring. Can you explain into that and why that’s really helpful? 
 
BEN: Absolutely. When we’ve got a task, we need to know, what is the outcome of that task or 
that particular system, who’s responsible for it and how do they go about it. 
 
So within Asana, we have the ability to assign a specific task to a specific person or role within 
the clinic so that - the great saying is that ‘People will change. They will come and go but the 
systems remain the same’. This is what you spoke about Jack is that if things change, people 
move on. We’ve got the system and more importantly, the trigger, which is Asana, to say, “Hey, 
this system needs to be done on Monday morning at 10AM, every Monday, on-going.” 
 
So the ability for you to have and set a task at a specific time for a specific person and put it on 
repeat is so powerful. Dare I say, it’s almost set and forget. It doesn’t need to be the hygiene 
and maintenance, but you can literally set it up in a couple of hours and it is there on repeat for 
every team member to use. 
 
JACK: Yeah, it’s absolutely magic. So basically, to make that really practical, you have a task 
like ‘check the mail’, you assign it to Suzie to be done at 8AM every Monday, and when Suzie 
logs into her computer, the first thing she sees is to check the mail. When she ticks it off at 8:15 
Monday morning, it pops up again the following Monday. So it means that everything is done on 
time, the right way by the right person, and nothing gets missed. 
 
Asana is a fantastic tool. If you’re listening and you’ve got a clinic that’s pulling your hair out and 
you’re struggling to keep on top of things, and the little, important details are slipping through, 
Asana is your answer. It really is. 
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There’s a little bit of an art in setting it up, but you can grab the transcript of this podcast episode 
over on our website, www.clinicmastery.com/episode001, for all the show notes will be over 
there. There’ll be extra resources and things available for you over there. 
 
Ben, thank you so much for running us through Asana! I’m sure you’ve got plenty of stories of 
clinics that are now happening on auto-pilot because of that tool, right? 
 
BEN: Absolutely. I mean the power of it is that it can be set up in a couple of hours, Jack. And 
literally, we’ve had clinic owners do it, and they’ve transformed their business in a weekend 
when they were just sitting on their laptop doing it. 
 
So, all power to you, all power to your team if you use a platform like Asana. 
 
JACK: Fantastic. We hope that’s been really useful for you guys. The Grow My Clinic podcast 
really appreciates your honest reviews and ratings on iTunes and Stitcher. They are our oxygen. 
We read and we reply to every single one, so thank you in advance for your honest reviews and 
ratings. 
 
And if this episode has been really helpful for you, we encourage you to share it on social media 
with your clinic owner colleagues. You can grab the URL, www.clinicmastery.com/episode001 
and share and tag that with your friends who can do some systems automation within their 
clinics. 
 
Make sure you head over to our podcast show notes. 
 
And for those who are serious about taking their clinic to the next level, you can sign up for free 
to our Grow My Clinic online course. It’s the extension of this podcast. You’d get some fantastic 
modules for free to get you started to growing your clinic and creating amazing experiences and 
outcomes for your clients. 
 
We hope that’s been helpful! I’m Jack, and Ben, thanks for joining us. We’ll see you again on 
another Grow My Clinic podcast. 
 

 

This is the Grow My Clinic Podcast by Clinic Mastery where we help you deliver amazing client 
experiences to grow your clinic. 
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